ROLE

News editor

DEPARTMENT

Communications

REPORTS TO

Head of communications

EMPLOYMENT RATE, PLACE

Part time (80 hours/month expected), remote

SALARY

Freelance rate

STARTING DATE

Q2 2020

OBJECTIVE
To take responsibility for the written output of the World Archery website in English and output consistent
and timely, relevant and high-quality content on all aspects of archery.
REQUIREMENTS
•
•
•
•

Languages: English fluency and additional languages a benefit
Tools: Proficiency in Microsoft Office suite, particularly Word; working knowledge of CMS; working
knowledge of Adobe Suite, particularly Photoshop and InDesign, a benefit
Qualifications: Diploma in sub editing, English language or equivalent professional experience
Experience working as a sub editor, published writer or editor

Note: This role is not intended to regularly travel.
MAIN AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manage output of English content on World Archery website, increasing consistency and quality
Compose reactionary news content in timely fashion (weekend work may be required)
Commission content from contributors
Sub-edit contributions to style
Publish articles using Drupal CMS
Support promotion of content on social media
Sub-edit or contribute to other content, including but not limited to long and short-form video, print
publications and social media
Support the communications department as required

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS

9 April 2020

INTERVIEWS

April 2020

APPLICATION CONTENT

CONTACT

•
•

Curriculum Vitae
English edit/writing test (supplied)

Jenny Brugger, hr@archery.org

ENGLISH EDIT/WRITING TEST
A / Subedit the following phrases.
1. The King had free rein over the finances of the kingdom.
__________________________________________________________________________________
2. Pascal was interested to be looking into what the best type of archery technique was and able to
be improving his own shooting at the same time.
__________________________________________________________________________________
3. Fourteen was an enormous amount of pionts to win qualification by.
__________________________________________________________________________________
4. The second day of the event was led by reigning Olympic Champion Ku Bonchan, who had
recovered from a disappointing first round, with one-hundred-and-seventeen points more than his
teammate, Kim Woojin.
__________________________________________________________________________________
5. In the best performance for an archer in the 2010’s, USAs’ Brady Elison won two major titles in
2019 – the Hyundai Archery World Cup Final, for a record fifth time, and finally the World Archery
Championships in the Dutch city of ’s-Hertogenbosch.
__________________________________________________________________________________
B / Write a short news article (150 words maximum) using only the following pieces of information.
-

-

-

Brady Ellison has won the 2019 Hyundai World Archery Championships.
Results bracket: http://ianseo.net/TourData/2019/4799/IBRM.pdf?time=2019-0616+14%3A16%3A51 . Ellison last arrow landed 12 o’ clock in the 10-ring.
Brady Ellison’s key achievements prior to this event:
o Four-time Hyundai Archery World Cup Champion (2010, 2011, 2014, 2017)
o Olympic medallist (team silver 2012, 2016; individual bronze 2016)
o Bronze medallist at the 2011 World Archery Championships
Brady Ellison quote: “It means so much. I’ve been waiting for this my entire career. That last
arrow was so perfect. It was the culmination of so many years of hard work and everything
just came together. I set it up so perfectly and I could feel everything was good and I was
just, like, thinking that everything would go well. In the last end my arrows were hitting high
about one or two rings so I just picked my spot… I picked a spot low in this last end and then I
released and it just landed. I shot a good shot. I aimed in the right place. It hit where it
needed to and I knew as soon as it hit he wouldn’t beat it.“
World rankings arriving at event – Brady Ellison: #3, Khairul Anuar Mohamad #19
Top four athletes at the championships qualified places for Tokyo 2020 Olympics.

